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Welcome to our report, covering April
2020 to the end of March 2021. 

It's been a year like no other for all of us
as we coped with the global pandemic
and lockdowns.  We are proud to say
that as an agile team with great
relationships with those we support, we
adapted swiftly by moving all our
services on-line. 

We also recognised the impact the
pandemic would have on mental health,
succeeding in obtaining Covid recovery
grants to meet the increased demand
from individuals for our services.

Despite the challenges of the year, we
also formally launched our coaching
and training services for businesses.
Like other charities of our size, we
recognised a need to bring in income
from a wider range of sources, and are
delighted to report that in the last year
we increased income from selling our
servces by 500%.

Traditionally, our work with unemployed
people experiencing poor mental health
had focused on enabling them to
become more confident, motivated and
resilient. We realised that this needed to
shift for two reasons: we could not offer
our intensive Confidence for Change 

course online and our beneficiary needs
had changed. Most people have felt their
mental wellbeing has taken a hammering
this year and our beneficiaries were no
different. Most are vulnerable, with many
shielding, and the isolation of lockdown
has had a profound impact on them. To
meet their needs, our focus shifted to
include work around connection and
support to reduce the negative impact of
isolating, using shorter facilitated live
sessions.

Our work with businesses also inevitably
moved on-line as we all worked from
home.  Again, our live and interactive
sessions were tailored to meet the needs
of the groups we were working with,
covering topics including stress, burnout,  
isolation and managing the increasing
levels of poor mental health among
employees.

So while it's been a really challenging
year, it has also been a year when mental
health has become more talked about,
the need for our services had increased
and we have proved the importance and
value of what we do. 

Sam Greenley and Maria Varallo
(she/her)
Co-founders

INTRODUCTION



OUR VISION OUR VALUES

Our vision is that anyone
experiencing poor mental health has
access to the coaching and training
support they need to help them lead
meaningful lives, in and out work

People First- the wellbeing of the people
we work with is at the heart of everything
we do. 

We have integrity – we act fairly and
honestly. 

We are collaborative – we make a
difference by working together to tackle
the huge issue of mental health

We are always learning – we grow and
adapt to make sure we meet the needs
of those we are here to support

We believe that good

mental health and good

work are interdependent.

Ensuring people thrive,

particularly in the

workplace, means

creating a workplace

culture that talks openly

about mental health and

ensures people get the

support they need to

maintain good mental

health.

OUR VISION,
MISSION AND
VALUES

OUR MISSION

We provide coaching, training and
mentoring to improve mental health and
reduce stigma across Cambridgeshire.
We do this in three ways:
-        by supporting unemployed adults
to manage their poor mental health and
build their confidence towards making
positive life changes, including entering
the workplace; 
-        by supporting employers with
training and coaching to create open
work cultures and skills that proactively
benefit the mental health of their people;
and
-        by creating opportunities for the
individuals and employers we work with
to build meaningful connections, for
example through mentoring



Errington Legal became our first
corporate partner - supporting our
mission and demonstrating to their staff,
clients and suppliers that the agency
takes mental health seriously

KEY
SUCCESSES
IN 2020-21

Our first Corporate Partner

 

Business Advisory Group
launch

Illuminate Business Advisory Group
provides support and advice  to help us
work successfully with the
Cambridgeshire business community to
achieve our mission. The group members
are: 

Andy Nazer, Speaker and campaigner 
Caroline Batchelor. Director Pure
Resourcing
Eleanor Sidgewick, MD Errington Legal
Jan Holmes, L&D Manager, Taylor Vinters
Keith Bullock, Illuminate Trustee, Delivery
Lead, Dept of Digital, Culture, Media &
Sport

Association of Mental Health
Providers membership

We became members of AMHP,
demonstrating our commitment to quality
in the services we provide

Our first Speaker Programme

We supported seven of our individual
beneficiaries to be able to tell their
stories of living with mental health
conditions.  The programme has two
objectives: enabling each individual to
have a voice and build confidence  and
providing them with opportunities to
speak and reduce stigma, including as
speakers on the programme we run for
businesses.  
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Part 1 - 5 Steps to Confidence 
Part 2 - Values and Beliefs 
Part 3 - Moving Forward 
Build Better Confidence & Better
Relationships with Active Listening
Self Care & Wellbeing happiness 
Personal Emotion Remedy Kit (PERK)
Writing for Wellbeing 

We ran live bitesized sessions
online each month, capturing the
principles and content of
Confidence for Change, so the
benefits of the course were still
realised but in a different format. 
 

 
Coaching 
We also continued to offer one to one
coaching sessions, moving to online using
Skype or Zoom.

 
Signposting and Community
Meetings
Our individual help with signposting and
finding services locally also moved online
service using Skype, Zoom and by phone.

OUR WORK WITH
INIVIDUAL
BENEFICIARIES

74 %

WE WORKED
WITH 

74% MORE 
 INDIVIDUAL

BENEFICIARIES
 
 

"I am just so pleased I have been able
to have the conversations I needed to
have with absolutely the right person, it
has helped me hugely to get over the
anxiety I was experiencing. I feel much
more hopeful and resilient.... And I'm
over the moon, I got the job I hoped for,
I start this week!  I'm ready to move
forward with resilience and my sense of
humour! Thanks Illuminate, you made a
huge difference at a difficult time."
Poppy
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Readers appreciate
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THE INDIVIDUAL
BENEFICIARIES WE
WORKED WITH

80.3%

17.6% 20.2%
31-40

27.4% 7.1%27.8%
51-6041-50 61-70

19.7%

unemployed
furloughed or working under
16 hours a week

82.1%

age

100% experiencing mental ill health, of which

37.6% 6.8% 21.3%34.3%

anxiety
depression other

personality
disorder

also: 8.9% physical disability; 8.8% dyslexia and other learning disability;
1.8% autism/asperger

ethnicity

68.5% white UK; 11.3% white non UK; 8.5% prefer not to say; 5.2% mixed
ethnic; 4.3% black; 1.4% Indian; 0.7% traveller or gypsy; 0.1% Chinese 

referred to us by a statutory body 
or charity self-referral

17.9%
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THE INDIVIDUAL
BENEFICIARIES WE
WORKED WITH

60% 52.4%
experienced

domestic
violence, physical
or psychological

abuse

experienced
bullying at home

or work 

209

individuals

WE WORKED
WITH 

84 64
GROUP

SESSIONS

ONE TO
ONE

COACHING
SESSIONS

DELIVERING DELIVERING

religion

46.% no religion; 29% Christian; 20.4% prefer not to say; 1.0% Hindu; 1.0%
Jewish; 1.0% other; 0.8% Buddhist

identify as female

81.9%

identify as male

17.1%

70.8% hetrosexual ; 20.6% prefer not to say;  8.5% lesbian/gay/bisexual

gender neutral 

1%

access support from another organisation in the last 2 years 

62.1% 37.1%

yes no



THE DIFFERENCE WE MADE
TO THE INDIVIDUAL
BENEFICIARIES WE WORKED
WITH

71% 29%

feedback on group sessions

change in confidence and motivation after sessions
1 = low      2 = average      3 = good

confidence

excellent very good

53% 47%
strongly agreed mood had improved * agreed mood had improved *

*using the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale

motivation

from 1.7
to 2.6

from 1.8
to 2.7

feedback on coaching sessions

95%100%
strongly agreed
their mood had

improved *

excellent



Readers appreciate
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NAT'S STORY

Nat had reconnected with Illuminate in
January 2020, through the Illuminate
Community Groups ‘Wellbeing
Wednesdays’, piloted at Hanover Court’s
Garden House in Central Cambridge. The
sessions offered members an opportunity to
connect  and take part in activities to
support their mental and physical health.
Nat has been on a long recovery journey
since suffering from a brain injury. The
impact on her physical and mental health
also brought additional barriers relevant to
hypersensitivity disorders. 
Unfortunately, due to Covid-19, our
community sessions came to an a
premature close - this was significant for
Nat as she found herself highly anxious,
distressed and extremely isolated..
Maintaining weekly telephone contact with
Nat provided connection and
encouragement. As we transitioned to online
sessions Nat accessed our weekly sessions
on topics including Mindfulness, Writing for
Wellbeing, Pop-up Crafting Workshops and
online training. All helped improve her
mental health through an intensely
challenging time. In Autumn 2020, Nat
started volunteering at a local Community
Farm. Building her confidence, learning new
skills, sharing her own skills and connecting
with nature greatly benefitted her mental
and physical health. Focusing on her
creative skills, Nat has been working with
local organisations contributing to Kettle
Yard ‘Campaign for Empathy’, and creating
an online gallery for her art work. 

“Illuminate have always consistently helped me to have
a greater sense of ease with my own inner confidence
with their educational confidence building courses and
coaching. This year they have totally out shone
themselves through the Community Group sessions
led by Anna, which I hugely needed and appreciated at
one of my most vulnerable and dark times last Spring
and Summer. Our moment of mindfulness on
Wednesday has been such a vital part of my week
since the first lock down for a sense of connection,
friendship, trust, helped with my confidence and given
me encouragement to keep moving forward. I’m in a
really good place now. Illuminate and the connections I
have made have been a really important part of my
journey, I couldn’t have got through the year without
them.”
Nat

She has also achieved a personal goal and has
been recruited to a part-time role with CPFT as a
member of the ‘Research Database Oversight
Committee’, offers her the opportunity to manage
her health conditions whilst contributing to issues
she feels passionately about.



"I wholeheartedly recommend your
presentations to any organisation wanting to
understand mental health issues and the
benefits of timely conversations to address
these issues."
Jan Holmes, L&D Manager, Taylor Vinters

"Working with illuminate gave the team the time
and space to reflect on their wellbeing after
achallenging year. With expert facilitation from
illuminate, the resilience and commitment of
eachand every individual shone through." 
Alison Taylor, MD Conscious Communications 

We provide a range of services to help
employers and businesses support and
strengthen the good mental health of their
people – from the most senior to new joiners. 
 Specifically, we work with businesses to:

1. Strengthen the resilience of leaders,
managers and staff (including managing
uncertainty and managing transition)

2. Overcome the stigma of talking about
mental health, ensuring a culture where open
conversations allow your people to get the
support they need at the right time,
preventing greater problems like burnout.

3. Empower managers and staff with the
confidence and skills to spot and monitor the
signs of poor mental health and have
successful conversations about it so it can be
successfully managed. 

Our services range from focused coaching for
individuals through to live and interactive
training that reaches a much wider audience.

OUR WORK WITH

BUSINESSES

 205
HOURS OF

TRAINING

AND

COACHING

DELIVERED

TO BUSINESS

CLIENTS IN

THE LAST

YEAR



16
MHFA training  days

4
coaching sessions 

20

OUR WORK WITH BUSINESS -
FACTS AND FIGURES 

bespoke training 
 sessions 

we deivered 

working with

the feedback we received

153
people who received

bespoke training 

80
people who received

MHFA training

20
people who received

coaching 

"A great reminder and well worth revisiting. The
day flowed well, thank you"

"excellent ...I will use some of the slides with
my team to help them become more resilient.
I will put the message out that it's ok not to be
ok on some days and that it's good to talk" 

Anchor Hanover Group managers

"Being a Mental Health First Aider importantly
gives me tools to support other people
experiencing a range of mental health issues, how
to offer initial support, signpost and help them find
their path. We all need to support each other’s
mental health. The best thing about going through
Illuminate Charity to deliver this, is that as a
charity themselves, this work enables them to
support vulnerable people too. Win win.”

Melissa Santiago-Val, CEO Sew Positive



Anchor Hanover Group is England’s largest not for profit provider of care
and housing for people in later life. It provides retirement housing to rent
and to buy, extra-care, residential care homes and specialist dementia
care, 54,000 homes across 1,700 sites. It employs 10,500 people and
operates in 90% of local councils in England.

Illuminate was contracted by Anchor Hanover Group to support 106
managers with their and their teams mental wellbeing during a time of
change. We started delivering resilience training and one-to-one coaching
sessions in February 2021.

WORKING WITH ANCHOR
HANOVER GROUP

“This is a great partnership with Illuminate. We
have similar aims and common thinking about
the importance of maintaining good mental
health in the workplace. Our amazing people are
the cornerstone of Anchor Hanover Group,
working tirelessly to improve the lives of older
people. It has been a hugely challenging year for
all of us and we know the impact that has had. 
 By working with a specialist charity we want
make sure our workforce are given the support
and tools they need to maintain good mental
health.”

Sam Leonard-Rawlings, Head of Organisational
Development at Anchor Hanover Group



Trading income 

Grant income 

Turnover 

£15,300

£229,000*

    £244,300

2020/21

FINANCIAL

SUMMARY

£2,900

£128,900

£131,800

2019/20

*includes Covid Recovery funding of £57,000



We will take our learning from this
year of huge change to keep
delivering services that meet the
needs of our community and deliver
our mission. 

In particular:

- continuing to provide on-line training while
also reintroducing face to face sessions
where safe to do so

- continuing to build our relationships with
business to secure increased  income from
our services and deliver our business
strategy

- continuing to adapt our services to ensure
we meet the needs of those we support 

- capturing the impact of our work across
business as part of our aim to challenge
stigma in talking about mental health at work

OUR PLANS FOR

2021-22



To all the individuals who have made such
a difference

Our team of staff and associates
Anna Gilchrist
Eleanor Morrison
Fay Durrant
Jane Jackson
Jeremy Gulvin
Kylie Holmes
Phillipa Sjoberg
Richard Stephens
Susie Peters
Vikki Pratley

Our Trustees
Alan Soer
Christine Montgomery
John Clark
Keith Bullock
Pam Scott (Chair)

Participants on our Speaker Programme
who are now part of speaker team
Alessia Palombi, Laura Parkinson, Szara
Coote,  Tom Goode and Yvette Chivers,

Our mentor
Peta Sweet

To the foundations and organisations 
 generously providing our grant funding

Association of Mental Health Providers
Enterprising Development Grant

Living Sport

Lloyds Bank Foundation for England and
Wales

MIND

National Lottery

There are a range of individuals and
organisations without whom this
year would not have been the
success it has been. A huge and
heartfelt thank you to each of you
for your support - from us and from
the people we  work with

THANK YOUS

 

To the others who have volunteered their
time and skills

Caroline Batchelor. Director Pure Resourcing
Chrissie Easom, HR Director Taylor Vinters
Eleanor Sidgewick, MD Errington Legal
John-Paul Flintoff, writer and speaker
Jon Torrens, presenter and communications
coach
Jude Clarke, PR specialist


